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A Scared 
Boy Finds 

a Safe 
Haven

Twelve year old,
Roger Diaz is 
the eldest of  fi ve

brothers from the south side of  San Jose, b
Costa Rica.  With a single mother, and C
no recollection of  a father, Roger feelsn
pressure to provide money at home.p

A fellow student from junior high 
school began selling drugs at school ands
proposed an “easy” solution to Roger’s p
fi nancial problems.  Despite Roger’s multiple refusals, this acquaintancefi
continued to pressure Roger to sell drugs and threatened to kill him if  hec
didn’t.  When the other boy fl ashed a switchblade at Roger during recess,d
Roger immediately told the teacher what was happening; unfortunately she didR
not believe him.n

Feeling alone and afraid, Roger decided that day to drop out of  school. 
To not worry his mother, Roger would get dressed in his school uniform every T
morning and return home in the afternoon, as usual.  This routine lasted for m
more than a month.m

FundaVida staff  became aware of  the situation and meet with his mother, 
encouraging her to allow him to participate full-time in the FundaVida computer e
center until things could be worked out at school and he could safely return.  c

Roger attended the FundaVida Computer center full-time for months, 
gaining confi dence in his technical ability. He thrived in the creative g
environment.  His potential grew from aimless curiosity to remarkable talent. e
Roger not only fi nished his own robotics project, but played an integral role inR
the completion of  all fi ve of  the center’s projects.  t

Roger continues at FundaVida, and is now back in school since the
threatening child has been expelled. Roger’s involvement at FundaVida causedt
him to fl ourish as a student and a leader. h

“For me, FundaVida is like a second home,” says Roger, “I have a role 
and I know that I’m here for a reason.”  Roger volunteered to be the Master ofa
Ceremonies at the fi rst annual FundaVida Technology Fair.C

By helping FundaVida, you are making a difference in the lives of  children
like Roger as well as the generations that follow. like Roger as well as the generations that follow. 


